Comm
On Thursday, April 17, a
group of twenty-three community leaders gathered at Kennesaw Junior College to discuss
plans for a foundation which
would stimulate interest in the
growth and improvement of the
college.
The result of this meeting was
the organization of the Kenne-

Spring
Festival '69
Part II

y

eaders

saw Junior College Foundation,
Inc., a non-profit organization
with membership dedicated to
the edueational opportunities
offered by Kennesaw Junior
College.
The purpose of this foundation, as expressed by its twentythree charter members, is to
operate exclusively for chari-

Form KJC Foundation

table, educational, literary, and
scientific purposes. The foundation is to create scholarships and
endowments,
to supplement
salaries of faculty members, and
to do any and all things
pertaining to the best interest of
Kennesaw Junior College.
This foundation is also to
provide an effective
means

through which interested individuals, groups, organizations,
and-agencies may give support to
Kennesaw Junior College.
The foundation is to actively
support conferences for high
school counselors, open houses,
and recruitment of students. It is
also to support the visit of
distinguished
lecturers
from
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other colleges to our campus and
to stimulate interest in financial
aid programs for students,
It is hoped that this foundation can stimulate a desire to
investigate campus problems and
solve them, thus leading to
future growth and improvement
for Kennesaw Junior College.

May 10-17

Kennesaw Junior College

Spring Festival t69
Brings Activities To KJC

Barbara Baker

Gerald Martin Elected
President Of KJC· SGA
The 1969-70 Student Government officials for Kennesaw
Junior College have been selected.
Gerald Martin has been elected president of the SGA over his
opponent, Jose Serano.
Mr. Martin, who is a third
quarter freshman at KJC, is very
active in all phases of campus
life. He has recently been elected
president of the Circle K and he
is an interested member of the
Civitan Club and the KJC
chapter of SEA. Gerald is also an

active participant in the intramural program.
The new vice-president of the .
SGA is Mike Mauldin. He is a
graduate
of Marietta
High
School and serves as news editor
of The Sentinel. Mr. Mauldin
was a freshman senator in the
1968-69 SGA. Mr. Mauldin was
opposed by Robert Haynes in a
close race.
The office of secretary was
uncontested in this election.
Barbara Baker was unopposed
and is the DeW secretary of the

1969 Commencement
Will Take Place June 13
On Friday, June 13, the
second commencement exercises
of Kennesaw Junior College will
be held. Graduation will begin at
8:00 P.M. in the Physical Education Building. Over fifty students are expected to participate
in these exercises.
These students have completed the necessary course requirements and have petitioned
for degree through the Office of
the R.egistrar.
A schedule of information
regarding graduation has been
made aYll.ilableto all graduates.
During the week of April 28·
through May 2, candidates for
degree were required to check
their status for graduation, sign
the diploma list, and be measured for caps and gowns.
Early examinations will be
given to all candidates during the
week of June 2 through June 6.
All students will receive individual exam schedules from their
instructors.
. Student Rules and Regulations states, "a student who has
a single deficiency between him
and graduation will be permitted
one re-examination not later
than 72 hours before the commencement exercises." Students
Ibould see the instructor involv-

ed regarding re-examinations
which will be taken on June 9
and 10.
All incompletes will have
been cleared by June II and the
students will check their eligibility for graduation by June 12.
Students will be required to
pay a $5.00 fee for the rental of
their caps and gowns. These caps
and gowns can be picked up in
the Student Services Building
from 8:00 A.M. to 7:15 P.M. on
Friday, June 13. At 7:15 P.M.,
graduates will assemble in room
G-2 of the Natural Science
Building to prepare for the
'graduation exercises. Students
will be expected to return their
caps and gowns to the Student
Service Building immediately
after the ceremony.
Former Governor Carl Sanders will be the commencement
speaker. This leading IJgUre in
Georgia politics is expected to
present
an interesting
and
thought-provoking address.
Following
the ceremony,
President and Mrs. Horace W.
Sturgis will entertain the graduates at a reception to be held in
the Student Services Building.
The public is cordially invited
to attend the commencement
exercises.

SGA.
Beverly Butler has won the
office of tnodiiaer, delee1iDg
Patsy
Goodson
and
Patsy
Young. Miss Butler is a graduate
of Osborne High School and is
an active participant in the
intramural program.
The biggest race came in the
selection of the five sophomore
senators.
After much campaigning, the following students
have been selected to serve as
senators: Tyron Copeland, Joan
Gibbs, Doug Johnson,
Josh
Langston, and Lee Purdue. Marena Godwin also ran for the
senatorial position.
Only a total of 319 students
participate in the voting for the
19,69-70 SGA officials. Obviously this is a poor showing. These
people who were elected will act
as official spokesmen for the
students at KJC next year.

The days of May 5th through
May 17th are marking a new
innovation in the lives of the
students at Kennesaw Junior
College. This new innovation is a
series of activities collectively
called Spring Festival '69.
Spring Festival '69 is a climax
to an idea which began a few
months ago when a group of
students decided to try and
extend the fun and excitement
of KJC Day into a series of
activities which could conceivably involve each student at
Kennesaw Junior College.
It was also hoped by this
group of students that these
activities could be initiated as a
traditional part of spring quarter
at the college. The tudents who
composed this committee were
Claire Beale, Tyron Copeland,
Larry Fay, John Hansen, Eric
Van, and Sallie Wood. Faculty
consultants were Mr. James
Keith, Dr. Carol L. Martin, Mrs.
Linda May, Mr. Woody Norman,
and Mr. Thomson Salter.
A vanety of events are
scheduled to occur each day
during this two-week festival.
Beginning the festival activities was a speech by former 5th
District Georgia Congressman,
'Charles L. Weltner. As a possible
candidate for mayor of Atlanta,
Mr. Weltner is a key figure in the
political scene in Georgia. A
series of movies also began the
festival with the short subject,
"Sky Over Holland."
The Division of Natural

Science and Mathematics is also
sponsoring outstanding exhibits
to be shown in the Natural
Science Building throughout
Spring Festival '69. Students are
allowed to view the exhibits at
any time.
At 11:00 A.M. on Thursday,
May l Sth, the Humanities Division will present Part I of
"Hamlet" in the Seminar Room.
Part Il will be shown at 12:00
noon on May 16th.
May 16th also means a lot of
excitement for all students at
Kennesaw Junior College. At
12 :00 noon, all classes will be
dismissed for the beginning of
the annual KJC Day. A free
lunch will be served in the
Student Services Building.
The Socc and Buskin Players
of Kennesaw Junior College will
present the musical comedy hit,
"The Fantasticks," at 8:30 P.M.
in the Physical Education Building. The public is cordially
invited to attend.
Saturday, May 17th, marks
the end of Spring Festival '69
with the second performance of
"The Fantasticks" by the Socc
and Buskin Players.
All students are urged to
participate in the activities of
Spring Festival '69 as much as
possible. It is hoped that these
activities can be established as a
traditional part of spring quarter
at Kennesaw Junior College.
However, it is only through the
effort of the students that this
hope can ~ fulfilled.

Kennesaw Junior College
Honors Day Set For ay ~9
On Thursday, May 29, at
11 :00 A.M. in the Seminar
Room of the library, Kennesaw
Junior Co ege will present its
first Honors Day Program. This
event will be the climax of much
interest and planning on the part
of many of the students and
faculty at Kennesaw Junior
College.
The students who will be
honored during the program
have maintained an excellent
record during their residence at
Kennesaw Junior College. Each
has earned a cumulative grade
point average of 3.5 or above
and has also earned over sixty
quarter hours of work at Kennesaw Junior College.
The sixteen students who
have been selected to participate
in the Honors Day Program are
Larry Adams, Eloise Diane Barron, Dorothy G. Bradley, Jane

Melinda Burgess, Wanda Eve
Callahan, Martha Dell Carney,
Miriam F. Cartee, Helen Kay
Franklin, Priscilla Harrison, Patricia Jean Lewis, Linda Lou
Millsap, William Vinson Peek,
Cynthia Ann Skidmore, Margaret Ruth Smith, Betty Dorothy Thorn, and Dennis Ray
Woodfin.
These students have not only
established their interest and
ability in academic pursuits but
have also been essential members
of many of the most active clubs
and organizations on campus.
Among these students are student government officials, presidents of Mu Alpha Theta,
newspaper columnists, and intramural participants. Many of
them have also maintained positions of employment
while
carrying full course load requirements. In effect, each of these

students has reaped a wellrounded education at Kennesaw
Junior College.
The Honors Day Committee
is composed of Dr. John C.
Greider-chairman,
Mrs. Opal
Cosey, Mr. Woody Norman, Mrs.
Charlotte Hayes, Mr. S. F.
Roach, and Mrs. Judith Larsen.
Dr. Derrell C. Roberts, Dean of
the College, is Chairman of the
Honors Day Review Board.
Each of the students to be
recognized on Honors Day will
receive a Certificate for Academic Excellence from Kennesaw Junior College. The college
seeks to honor these students
who have achieved academic
distinction; the Honors Day
Program is part of that recognition.
All students and faculty
members are invited to attend
this program.
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Comment
on the human race
If there is one distinct characteristic that separates
man from the ape, it is the ability to feel gratitude. It is
the definite sign of maturity in an individual, regardless
of age, when he begins to exhibit thankfulness toward
someone after he has benefitted from some favor, gift,
or kindness. And yet there are those who, in the words
of an articulate man I once knew, "gorge themselves at
the bountiful table of life but, like the cloven-hoofed
beast, never lift their eyes in gratitude to the givem of
the gift."
.

Over the years, I have felt distinctly humbled by the
harshly accurate description of man in his most
insensitive stage of development, a stage through which
some never pass. Man begins his existence as a feeble,
ineffectual creature who yells loudly for fulfillment of
his needs. He is oblivious to the comfort or convenience
of any being except himself, and as he grows in physical
strength and manual dexterity, he grabs anything that
strikes his fancy with complete disregard of consequences. Later, he is taught to say "thank you," but at
first he only parrots his instructions. It is a long time
before he feels in his heart any emotion which resembles
gratitude. All sensible parents recognize that the lovable
little barbarians who are their children are not born
civilized, but if they truly love their offspring they do
their best to correct this primitive condition. The
parents freely give a great part of their own intellectual,
emotional, and financial resources toward this end.
They literally give up years of doing as they would like
to mold their children into useful, happy, creative
individuals who will be capable of making a
contribution to society.
I t is obvious that a substantial number of such
parents are sending their children to Kennesaw Junior
College, for here at KJC we have a curious phenomenon,
curious by comparison with some of the other colleges
and universities across the nation. We have a body of
students who are, for the most part, punctual in their
class attendance, respectful toward their professors,
open and friendly toward each other, careful of school
property, and patriotic toward their nation. In contrast
to some schools where the student is haunted by the
fear that, regardless of his efforts, he will get the old
shaft, the KJC student is certain that his faith in his
fairness and impartiality of his instructors is justified:
Although there may be no simple answer that will
explain this great difference between KJC and some
other riot-tom, beseiged hall of learning, we can try to
analyze its meaning. Can the stability of this institution
be credited to the leadership of its president and his
faculty or is it due in part to its peaceful location? No
doubt these are important factors, but the one which
towers significantly ~er these is the student body itself.
The great majority in this group know why they are
here. They have a dedication and purpose of their own
and they intend to pursue their course as evenly as
possible toward their goal. This accounts for their
courtesy, their spirit of cooperation, and their pride in
their college. Gratitude for one's blessings is the true
mark of maturity. It is the hallmark of civilization.

Nina Dover

Electoral college system
•IS inadequate to elect President
Ever since the election of
George Washington as President
in 1789, our country has used
the Electoral College as the
method for selecting Chief Executives. Many favorable features offered by this system
made its establishment
very
convenient and practical. Our
Founding Fathers conceived the
idea of election by a body of
electors .. a compromise to
satisf; the small states who
feared
domination
by large
states. Because the Electoral
CoOege gave the small states two
electoral votes for their two
senators, the small states felt
that they had an electoral
advantage which popular vote
alone could not give them.
Moreover, our early leaders generally agreed that voters living in
scattered
and isolated areas
would benefit from the assistance of electors, who, being
better informed, could make a
wiser choice for President: At
the time that the Electoral
College was created, these arguments were certainly logical;
however, they do not necessarily
prove valid in our modem,
space-age world. Because the
elector system produces three
very undemocratic
effects, it
defeats the purpose intended by
the Founding Fathers.

First of all, the Electoral
College disfranchises millions of
voters. Because the defeated
candidate or candidates in a
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state get none of the state's
electoral votes, the votes of the
people who voted for these
defeated
candidates
do not
count. For example, in Cali
fornia in the 1960 election
Richard Nixon received only .5
percent more of the popular
vote than did John Kennedy;
nevertheless, the members of the
Electoral College from California
gave Nixon a shutout victory.
This example alone demonstrates the misleading totals of
the Electoral College votes. Because the Electoral College votes
elect the President, the people
themselves play a subordinate

All opinions expressedin this
newspaper are the thoughts of
the authors of the articles and
editorials involved and do not
directly represent those opinions
held by the administration or
newspaper staff of Kennesaw
Junior College"

role in the election of their
highest leader. In effect, the
electors are middlemen between
the people and the Chief Execume-midd1emen
who are no
longer needed. Unlike the poeple
voting in our country's fust
elections, voters today are in-.
formed of candidates and issues
through
extensise,
modern
means of communication. As a
result, the voters themsehes
have the opportunity to be as'
qualifIed to select a President as
are their representatives,
the
electors.

Jim Cahill
Chad Keith

M. L. Stapleton

Staff
Mike Baker, Tyron Copeland, Marty King, Mike Mauldin, Kathy Roy, Eric Van, and Lynn
Williams.
Letten to the editor should be addressed to: SENTINEL, BoX 40, Kennesaw Junior COllege.
Marietta, Ga. 30060.

Second, our system gives
more weight to some votes than
to others. Contrary
to the
contentions of small states, large
states really hold the key to a
Presidential election. In studies
conducted by John F. Bam:h.af,
a prominent
Washington attomey, it has been proved that
large states exercise inordinate
power under the Electoral Col-

lege. Banzhafs reports show that
there is one electoral vote for
every 75,exx> voters in Alaska,
one for every 260,000 in Arizona, and one for every 400,000
in California. These fIgUres seem
to indicate more power for the
less-populated states; but actually, a voter in Alaska, Nevada, or
Delaware can influence only
three electoral votes while a
single voter in New York can
influence forty-three.

Third, the Electoral College
permits selection of a candidate
who has fewer popular votes
than his opponent. On futeen
occasions we ha~ elected a
President who did not have a
plurality of popular votes; on
three occasions we have denied
the Presidency to a man who
had more than half of the
popular votes. Furthermore, results of an exhaustive study of
the Electoral College published
by the Fordham Law Re.iew
show that it is possible for a
candidate to win a majority of
the electoral votes with less than
one fourth of the total popular
vote. Because such minority
Presidents
obviously do not
reflect the will of the majority
of voters. their election is
essentiallyan undemocratic pr-

ocess.
It seen,
then, that by
keeping the Electoral College in
its present form we are merely
perpetuating a government tradition established in and for a very
different era. With the changing
times have come new ideas and
circumstances
which
permit
either a new election process or
some modifIcations in the old
one. It is a fact that most oftlte
reasons behind the establishment
of the Electoral College no
longer exist. Therefore, it should
be obvious that the first step
toward a more modern, democratic system of government is
either reform or abolition of the
present
Electoral
College-an
eighteenth century institution in
a space-age world.

Fai Sneeze
It appears to be the same old
thing .. .spring again, you know.
One must be prepared to meet
the advance of kind old Sol. ..
and sunburn; lovely spring showers.. .and floods; beautiful night
air .. .and Hay Fever.

Indeed not, but some were of
great value later on. As an
illustration, one need only remember the voyages of some of
the Portuguese
and Spanish
explorers, notably Magellen and
Columbus. It was shown that
both these men suffered violent
Obviously, Hay Fever is noth- attacks of sneezing, nausea,
ing new. In fact, it bas been with watery eyes, and headaches
us for many years, and has .whenever they came into concaused misfortune for as long as tact with hay, ragweed, goldenit has been here. Think back, if rod, or any of the byproducts of
you win, to the days of merrie these. Consequently, these brave
olde England, when King Henry men took to the sea in order to
II (the one who had the run-in avoid the illness. The records
with Mr. Becket) was busy clearly show their accomplishgallivanting around the country,
ments.
relieving the naughty lords of
Further examples may not be
their ill-gotten holdings, killing
needed, but they are supplied
off the evils of a plague-tom
society, and thrashing out tons anyway.
What was it that made the
of goodness from mere pounds.
The point is missed. This diserta- Russian Czar Ivan so terrible?
The French kings Henry IV,
tion concerns Hay Fever.
Louis XIII, and Louis XIV, were
Old Hank. was a tragic victim. all Bourbon rulers. But what
It was, in fact, this terrible dread
made them tum to alcohol?
of the fever, or "Sneezing
Sickness" as he called it, that
History vividly details the sad
caused him to make desperate
side effects of Hay Fever or
flights into the country to evade
"Snezimus
Maximus" as the
the demons of "Nature's Nos- Romans called it. Even today,
tril." Happily, many advances we are still at war with this
have been made since those age-old enemy. And as usual, the
days. The following is a blow- side effects are at times more
by-blow account of the war on disastrous than the malady. For
evidence, one need only watch
this most dreaded of illnesses.
television in his home to be
bombarded with jingles, rhymes,
It
is recorded
(BoswelSmythe, 1427) that many an songs, and the most assinine
adventurous
personnage
was tests ever diYised by man for
measuring the suffering and
forced into his accomplishments
consequent recovery of the af- ,..
by the fever, rather than by an
flicted. How many times have
over
productive
"courage"
gland. King Edward III of we been hypnotized by the man
En&Jand is a good example of who has been strapped into a
chair and can only effect his
this. He was an unfortunate man
"woo was tem"bly ashamed of his release by breathing into a
"scientifically designed breathcondition. He was so ashamed
that he tried to cover up his ing bag"? How many times have
we sat placidly by and watched
retreat from ragweed infested
England by attacking France. He two men try to get air through
their noses when glass containers
made
long-range
plans,
of
filled with cotton are blocking
course, before trying to do this.
t\<>SC precious "breathing pasThe result of his ruse was the
sages"?
Hundred Years War. One cannot
co~ure
fairly as to whether
The wllble answer to our
or not young Ed planned on
problem seems rather obvious. If
causinl as much trouble as he
we want to avoid the near
did.
torture of watching those men
As exampled above, not all of suffer over and over again,
the accomplishments made as a perhaps we should attempt to
result of the anti-sneeze camignore the disease rather than
paign were beneficial to man.
prolong the agony it causes.
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Le"ers to the editor

~

Student praises recent
SGA election process
Dear Editor:
For once someone is going to
write to this newspaper to praise
somethias
instead of to" put
something down. I'm speaking
specifically about the Student
GoYe1'Dment elections here that
are bein& held this week. For the
lint time, that IfOUP of individuals who is suppoeed to represent the feelinp
of all the
ItUdents
is showinl a IittIe
OJP"ization and ladership ability. In other words, Itbink thm
way of conductia& theIe elections is just peat-!
W"1th the use of computer
cards and the fact that actual
1Otin& areas were set up, W»tinI
was for the first time 1eIitimate.
nat bllliJMs in the put of
pabbiDa IOBleOne u they came
iD the StudeDt CcDter' and
.....
them lip a ballot
........
tbey waDteci to or not

~
IFlIlllEna .
W"""'''UT
IEI.LEII

was for the birds. No wonder
wting turnout was so poor.
Even if you were intending to
vote, such brutal treatment was
enough to turn you against it.
I haye a feeling that this new
wting system is not the only
accompIishment of Mr. Berry
and his enw of student representatives. It seems ashame that
they did not cbooIe to meal
many of their aclliewlment in
student recruitment, etc.
At any rate, the lCenneuw
Junior College Student Government Association desenes a pat
on the back and a weD done. By
the way, it was a pleasure to lee
student issues being voted upon,
too, instead of being coatroDed
by lOme obscure committee.
Sincerely,
Jobo H. PetcnoD
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Spring Festival '69
Free Hot Dogs and Cokes!
Photography

by Oglethorpe P. Bushmaster, M.O.K.

•Ian
Rick Miller, a student at
Kennesaw Junior College, has
been cast in the part of Mortimer in the production of "The
Fantasticks." Rick replaces Sid
Brown in the role of the Indian
with a British accent.

Fay, who also appears in the
musical as El Gallo, and Sally
Wood, a ballet student who has
done a great deal of dancin& in
the Marietta area.
The production will be presented in conjunction with the
Spring Festival.

The Socc and Buskin Players,
formerly the Kennesaw Junior
College Drama Club, is presenting the Broadway hit here on
campus on Firday and Saturday,
the 16th and 17th of May.

HELP WANTED
'Editors
Photog rapher.

The musical comedy is being
produced under the joint direction of Miss Charlotte Stephenson and Miss Carol Hyde, instructors in the Division of
Humanities at Kennesaw Junior
College.

Mu Alpha Theta initiates
·16 new members
KJC receives

federal grant
A federal grant of $2,471 has
been awarded to Kennesaw Junior College to aid students from
low-income bracket families.
Seven students will be selected for the grants which will take
effect fall quarter, 1969.
The grants will range from
$200 .to $1,000 for each academic year with a maximum
duration of four years.
Kennesaw Junior College will
match the grant which has been
provided by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare
dollar for dollar.

These outstanding students were
Charles
Delay,
Medaro
E.
Sanchez, William H. Tidwell, and
lindsey Tippens.
Mr. Charley Dobson, instructor of physics at Kennesaw
Junior College, was the guest
speaker at the meeting. He spoke
on the topic of Boolean Algebra,
a concept in re~lutionized electronic circuitry.
Mu Alpha Theta, the only
honorary society on campus,
was also host to another initiation ceremony on Tuesday, May
6. Mr. Donald Sparks, instructor
of mathematics
at Kennesaw
Junior College, was the guest

Typist.
Apply to SENTI IL
and MO TAGE
by May 16

Choreography for the production is being supplied by Lan'y

Your

speaker.
The new members who were
initiated at this second meeting
were Pat Dugan, Carolyn Elliot,
Gloria Galloway, Regenia Green,
Andrea Higgins, John Lamer,
Myra Medford, William Mussara,
Franklin Periello, Mrs. Anna
Smith, William Tippins, and
Dennis Woodfm.
Mu Alpba Theta is one of the
most active orpnizations
on
campus. Under the leadership of
president Pricilla Harrison and
Mrs. Linda May, advisor, the
club has been active in providing
tours for the benefit of area high
schools.
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Miss Hyde is directing the
music and singing of all the
.players and the chorus. Miss
Stephenson is directing the action and dialogue.

Mr. Charley Dobson discusses circuitry with new members of Mu Alpha Theta and Mrs. Linda
May.

During the last meeting of Mu
Alpha Theta,
the honorary
mathematics society, four students from Kennesaw Junior
I were
initiated into this group.
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'can fly a Piper. We'll prove It
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FLIGHT special offer. Just
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our professional Instructors
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what fun it Is; .. what interesting people you meet ••• when
you fly 's Piper. And you get
places faster, too. see what
Jrs like ••. for only $5 ... dur-.
ing our TRY-A-FLIGHT ape.cia' offer. Stop in nowl
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The Hosimus Maximus (sometimes referred to GS
the "Hoss") is recognized by its powerful cry
and occGsional screeching.
Habitat: The IlHosSII is sometimes found in
among less splendid of its species, the Heapus
NoroUimus, .but the tracks are easily recegniucl
due to their distinct black color. Th.
grounds for the "Hos." i. -
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Josh Langston perfotms for Kiwanians in recent Circle K activity.

Chad Keith
performances.

and

Tyron

Copeland

add

a laugh

to skit

Your Psychology
professor lives
with his mother?
Think it oveIi over coffee.
TheThink Drink.
..

Circle K remains activ.e by
•
••
•
at state convention
participating
Seven members of the Kennesaw Junior College Circle K
Club attended the annual Circle
K convention at Savannah, Georgia, on April 18-20. The seven
members of the club who
attended the convention were
Gerald Martin Chad Keith, Mike
Kelly. Jerry Flencher, Tyron
Copeland, Mike Bums, and Mike
Anderson. Also attending the
convention were the Circle K
Club's sweethearts, Vicky Holt,
Patsy
Young,
Susan Land,
Hatchet, Stucket, and Bitchet.
The oon~tion
started Friday with the registration of all
club members from colleges all
over the state in the Desoto
Hilton of Savannah. Later there
were contests for best club,
single service, scrapbook, and
best secretary. The climax of the
evening was the Keynote Banquet where. the speaker was

Spring
Festival '69

GET
INVOLVED

Ronnie Hudson, Past President
of the Uriiversity of Georgia
Circle K. On Saturday, there
were workshop discussions and
the President's Dinner, at which
George T. Smith, Lt. Governor
of Georgia, was the speaker.
There was a Governor's Ball after the banquet where awards
for various achievements were
given.
On Sunday members
there were workshop discussions
and the President's Dinner, at
which George T. Smith, Lt.
Governor of Georgia, was the

speaker. There was a Governor's
Ball after the banquet where
awards for various achievements
were given. On Sunday members
elected new club officials. The
highlight of the evening was the
Governor's Farewell Luncheon
where an address was given by
Ralph E. Slay, Kiwanis Governor.
The Kennesaw Junior College chapter of the Circle K
learned about new projects and
activities which will aid the campus and community.

Teacher evaluation
taken by SEA
On Thursday and Friday.
April 24 and 25. the Student
Education
Association
conducted a poll to grade the
teachers
in twelve different
areas. The purpose of this poll
was to allow the students to
voice their opinions about teaching methods and to let the
teachers know in what areas
they need improvement.
Each student was asked to
grade each teacher under whom
he has studied at Kennesaw
Junior College. All grades are to
be averaged and posted on the
door of the Student Services
Building. The teachers having a
3.0 average or better will be
published in the next issue of

The Sentinel. Also, the teacher
with the highest average will be
announced
as
"Outstanding
Teacher" at Kennesaw Junior
College on Honors Day.
Students were urged to fill
out a grade sheet. This grading
system will show the teachers
what the majority of students
feel about different areas of
their ibdividual teaching. Such
areas as grading system, communication with students, and
preparation
of class lectures
were on the sheet.
This was the students' opportunity
to have a voice in
expressing their feelings about
the ability of the teachers here
at Kennesaw Junior College.

The"Green Sack"
WE "GUARD" YOUR MONEY •••
WE "LEND YOU SUPPORT"
OHN

""ON'''''

Til
RlIMY • SAntllOAJ' TIll

WE "TACKLE" YOUR PROBLEMS•••
TO MAKE YOUR "GOALS" I

AM.

427-2774
2547 ROSWB.L lOAD
MAllfr'rA, eA:.

&II "'..".

S/toppIItf

c...
"The bank where friends drop in"

..t
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KJC girls fight hard in volleyball to win championship.

Jane Burgess competes
singles tennis competition.

in

Sports Day
t69
Photography by Marty King

,
An opponent lines a ball over the net in tennis competition.

An opponent
champions.

smashes a point

again$t the KJC volleyball

